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Executive Summary 
We surveyed business customers using Microsoft 365 for email to understand how 
they are being impacted by email-borne security threats, such as phishing, business 
email compromise (BEC), and ransomware attacks. The survey results in this white 
paper present comparative data for customers using Microsoft 365 for email to use 
for achieving a more effective security posture against these threats. 
 
The survey asked questions on concerns with phishing, BEC, and ransomware 
threats, attacks that became costly incidents, and preparedness to deal with attacks 
and incidents. It also asked about the effectiveness of current technical solutions, 
the benefits of employee training, and how security teams are dealing with 
messages reported as suspicious.  
 
The survey was commissioned by Cyren and conducted by Osterman Research. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
The key takeaways from this research are: 
 
• Persistence of phishing, BEC, and ransomware attacks wastes time and 

creates security vulnerabilities 
Security team managers are most concerned that current email security 
solutions do not block serious inbound threats (particularly ransomware), 
which requires time for response and remediation by the security team before 
dangerous threats are triggered by users. 

• Less than half of organizations can block delivery of email threats 
Less than half of organizations rank their currently deployed email security 
solutions as effective. Protections against impersonation threats are viewed as 
least effective, followed by mass-mailed phishing emails. 

• Almost all organizations experienced one or more types of email breaches 
Eighty-nine percent of organizations experienced one or more successful email 
breach types during the previous 12 months, a higher proportion than reflected 
in our 2019 survey. The number of email breaches per year has almost doubled 
in the three years since our previous survey, with phishing the most common 
across organizations but Microsoft 365 credential compromise the most 
frequently experienced. 

• Increase in successful email attacks due to ransomware, Microsoft 365 
credential compromise, and phishing 
The mix of breaches attributed to email attacks is changing. In comparison to 
our previous survey, ransomware attacks increased by 71%, Microsoft 365 
credential compromise attacks increased by 49%, and phishing attacks 
increased by 44%. 

• Use of email client plug-ins for users to report suspicious messages continues 
to increase 
Half of organizations are now using an automated email client plug-in for users 
to report suspicious email messages for analysis by trained security 
professionals, up from 37% in our previous survey. Security Operations Center 
analysts, email administrators, and an email security vendor or service provider 
are the groups most commonly handling these reports, although 78% of 
organizations notify two or more groups. 

 
Eighty-nine 
percent of 
organizations 
experienced one 
or more 
successful 
breach types 
during the 
previous 12 
months. 
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• Employee training on email threats is commonly offered 
Given the prevalence of email attacks and breaches, it is unsurprising that more 
than 99% of organizations offer training at least annually. One in seven 
organizations offer email security training monthly or more frequently. 

• Training more frequently reduces a range of threat markers 
Among organizations offering training every 90 days or more frequently, the 
likelihood of employees falling for a phishing, BEC, or ransomware threat is less 
than organizations only training once or twice a year. More frequent training is 
also positively correlated with more messages being reported as suspicious, 
and a higher share of these suspicious messages proving to be malicious after 
analysis by a security professional. 

• Only 22% of organizations analyze all reported messages for maliciousness 
While seven out of ten organizations analyze more than half of reported 
suspicious messages, only 22% analyze every reported message. How 
employees should determine the maliciousness of reported messages by 
themselves when they do not receive a verdict from security professionals is 
unclear. 

• Widespread use of other third-party email security tools with Microsoft 365 
All organizations are using at least one additional security tool to complement 
the basic email protections offered in Microsoft 365. Additive tools include 
Microsoft 365 Defender, security awareness training technology, a third-party 
secure email gateway, or a third-party specialized anti-phishing add-on. There 
is a wide range of deployment patterns with the use of these tools. 

• Immature incident response workflows increase cost for organizations 
Ineffective defenses against email threats such as phishing, BEC, and 
ransomware translate into costly incident response workflows for 
organizations. Costs include post-incident remediation, manual removal of 
malicious messages from inboxes, and time wasted on triaging messages 
reported as suspicious that prove to be benign. Organizations face a range of 
other costs too, including alert fatigue, cybersecurity analyst turnover, and 
regulatory fines, but these are beyond the scope of this paper. 

PROFILE OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS 
Osterman Research surveyed 226 organizations during February 2022 using a 
combination of online and telephone surveying. To qualify for participation in the 
survey, respondents had to: 
 
• know how their organization was handling or planning to handle email threats 

related to the use of Microsoft 365 

• work for an organization with 1,000 to 5,000 people using Microsoft 365 

• work for an organization in the United States or the United Kingdom 

The survey was conducted specifically for this paper and was sponsored by Cyren. 
Information about Cyren is presented at the end of this paper. 
 
A previous version of this survey was conducted in 2019 with a similar range of 
questions, but a different organizational profile. Respondents to the 2019 survey 
had to work for an organization with more than 2,000 Microsoft 365 users, with no 
upper limit defined. The 2019 survey was also sponsored by Cyren.  

 
Ineffective 
defenses against 
phishing and 
BEC threats 
translate into 
costly incident 
response 
workflows. 
 

https://www.cyren.com/201906_RPT_O365_EmailSec_Survey
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INDUSTRIES SURVEYED 
Respondents worked for organizations in 17 industries. The breakdown of 
respondents by industry is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 
Industries Surveyed 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

The mean and median number of employees at the organizations surveyed were: 
 
• All respondents 

Mean employees: 3,862 (median is 3,050) 
Mean email users: 2,531 (median is 2,250) 
Mean Microsoft 365 users: 1,931 (median is 1,700) 

• United States respondents 
Mean employees: 4,925 (median is 4,000) 
Mean email users: 2,993 (median is 2,988) 
Mean Microsoft 365 users: 2,190 (median is 2,000) 

• United Kingdom respondents 
Mean employees: 2,569 (median is 2,500) 
Mean email users: 1,970 (median is 1,800) 
Mean Microsoft 365 users: 1,615 (median is 1,500)  
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GEOGRAPHIC REACH—LOCATIONS AND COUNTRIES 
The organizations surveyed operate in an average of six locations and two 
countries. The organizations surveyed in the United States were larger than those in 
the United Kingdom in two ways: they had a higher number of employees (4,925 in 
the United States versus 2,569 in the United Kingdom) and locations (eight versus 
five). See Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 
Locations and Countries 
Average number by respondent grouping 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

At a time when many employees in both geographies continue to work from home 
or otherwise away from a corporate location, respondents answered this question 
in terms of corporate locations only. If work-from-home arrangements were 
included, the number of locations would have been in the thousands. 
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IT AND SECURITY STAFFING LEVELS 
The organizations represented in this survey reported an average of 72 full-time 
equivalent IT staff members and 17 security-focused IT staff members for every 
1,000 email users. Organizations in the United Kingdom have more of both types of 
IT staff members than their counterparts in the United States. See Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3 
Staffing Levels per 1,000 Email Users 
Number of full-time equivalent staff 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

The average number of full-time equivalent IT and security staff per 1,000 email 
users is much higher than what we discovered in our 2019 survey. We see two 
potential explanations or contributing factors: 
 
• Staffing up for the new security challenges of the pandemic 

Organizations have hired many more IT and security staff to cope with the 
elevated IT and security challenges of the recent pandemic, such as supporting 
a greatly expanded work-from-home workforce, rapidly onboarding a new suite 
of productivity and security applications, and managing the transition to cloud 
services.  

• Smaller organizations have worse economies of scale in security 
The smaller organizations reflected in this year’s survey have worse economies 
of scale in IT and security personnel than the larger organizations in the 2019 
survey.  

We will require several more iterations of survey data to draw any conclusions on 
longer term trends. 
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Concerns and Email Breaches 
Organizations face a range of email threats and incidents. In this section, we look at 
concerns around email breaches, effectiveness of currently deployed email security 
solutions, and the frequency of breaches.  

SECURITY TEAM MANAGERS ARE CONCERNED ABOUT EMAIL 
BREACHES 
Managers of security teams are concerned about a range of email threats, with four 
issues ranked closely. The issue of highest concern is the time it takes to respond to 
and remediate email threats that are not blocked by current email security 
solutions. In such cases, users report these threats, and an email administrator or 
security analyst investigates. Alternatively, a user falls for an email threat and 
causes a data breach, loses their credentials, or has malware or ransomware 
installed on their device. In the latter case, a full-scale incident response is required. 
See Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4 
Concerns Held by Security Team Management 
Percentage of respondents “concerned” or “extremely concerned” 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Across the six issues in Figure 4, one in three respondents were “concerned” or 
“extremely concerned” with three or more of the threats, indicating that the 
consequences of insufficient protections against email breaches play out in parallel. 
  

 
Security 
managers are 
most concerned 
with the time it 
takes to respond 
to and 
remediate email 
threats. 
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DEPLOYED EMAIL SECURITY SOLUTIONS ARE INEFFECTIVE 
We asked respondents to rank the effectiveness of their currently deployed email 
security solutions against a range of email threats (e.g., impersonation attacks, 
credential compromise campaigns, and account takeover). Alarmingly, less than half 
of organizations believe their currently deployed solutions are effective against any 
of the six types of email threats. See Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5 
Effectiveness of Current Email Security Solutions 
Percentage of respondents indicating protections are “effective” or “extremely 
effective” versus all other responses 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Currently deployed email security solutions are least effective at protecting against 
impersonation attacks involving either business executives (64% of respondents 
believe their current solutions are ineffective against these attacks) and non-
executives (62%). 
  

 
Less than half of 
organizations 
believe their 
current security 
solutions are 
effective against 
email threats. 
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ALMOST ALL ORGANIZATIONS SUFFERED A SUCCESSFUL ATTACK 
Nine out of ten organizations (89%) suffered one or more successful breaches 
through email during the previous 12 months—covering breaches such as Microsoft 
365 credential compromise, phishing, and ransomware. This is an increase from 
78% of organizations in our 2019 benchmarking survey. Respondents from 
organizations in the United Kingdom were more likely to acknowledge a successful 
breach through email, with 93% indicating at least one breach type versus 86% of 
organizations in the United States. See Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6 
Email Breaches in the Previous 12 Months 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Respondents at the remaining organizations indicated they had experienced no 
breaches across the six types we asked about. A nil answer to a survey question of 
this type usually indicates one of three realities: 
 
1. Wild success 

There actually were no breaches through email. 

2. Ineffective optics 
The organization lacked the capabilities to identify a breach or had not yet 
identified a breach—which would not be surprising since breaches commonly 
take almost 300 days to discover.1 

3. Non-disclosure 
The organization takes a stance of non-disclosure about successful breaches. 
While they did experience email breaches, they said nothing.  

With the prevalence of successful email breaches across organizations and 
industries in this survey—and in other surveys we have conducted recently—we 
lean in the direction of ineffective optics and non-disclosure rather than wild 
success.  

 
An increasing 
proportion of 
organizations 
are suffering 
successful email 
breaches. 
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THE NUMBER OF EMAIL BREACHES HAS INCREASED 
Among those organizations acknowledging a successful email breach, the number 
of breaches has almost doubled from the levels seen in 2019. Respondents 
disclosed an average of 21.6 email breaches per organization in the current survey 
versus 11.3 average breaches in the previous one. The earlier trend of organizations 
in the United Kingdom being the victim of more email breaches than their 
counterparts in the United States has continued, with an average of 22.7 breaches 
for organizations in the United Kingdom and 20.6 breaches for those in the United 
States. See Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 
Number of Reported Email Breaches During the Previous 12 Months 
Average number of reported email breaches by region 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

 
  

 
The number of 
email breaches 
each year has 
almost doubled 
over the past 
three years. 
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TYPES OF EMAIL BREACHES 
Phishing is the most commonly occurring type of email breach across organizations 
(69% of organizations experienced at least one successful phishing breach during 
the past 12 months), followed by Microsoft 365 credential compromise attacks 
(60% of organizations). See Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8 
Occurrence of Email Breaches During the Past 12 Months 
Percentage of organizations among those experiencing an email breach 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Phishing attacks and Microsoft 365 credential compromise attacks are related, but 
not the same. While many phishing attacks seek to obtain Microsoft 365 credentials 
from the victim, there are other outcomes from phishing that do not result in lost 
credentials, such as deploying malware or confirming that a particular email 
address is valid for use in a subsequent attack campaign. Likewise, Microsoft 365 
credential compromise often results from a phishing attack, but there are other 
ways that credentials are compromised too, such as credential stuffing attacks.  
 
  

 
Phishing and 
Microsoft 365 
credential 
compromise 
attacks occur 
most often 
across 
organizations. 
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FREQUENCY OF EMAIL BREACH TYPES 
Although phishing is the most common breach type experienced by organizations, 
Microsoft 365 credential compromise breaches happen more often. Across all 
organizations, an average of 14.5 Microsoft 365 credential compromise breaches 
took place in the previous 12 months—equivalent to one every 3.5 weeks. This was 
almost three times higher than the next most frequently occurring attack type of 
non-ransomware malware. See Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9 
Frequency of Email-Related Breaches During the Past 12 Months 
Average number of reported breaches 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

  

 
Microsoft 365 
credential 
compromise 
breaches are the 
most frequently 
occurring type of 
email attack. 
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UNITED KINGDOM ORGANIZATIONS MORE LIKELY TO LOSE 
CREDENTIALS 
When we look at the data broken out by geographic region, organizations in the 
United Kingdom experience a much higher number of successful Microsoft 365 
credential compromise breaches, at 18.6 successful breaches per year compared to 
10.4 for organizations in the United States. For all other types of email breaches, 
organizations in the United Kingdom experience a fewer number than organizations 
in the United States. See Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10 
Frequency of Email-Related Breaches During the Past 12 Months 
Average number of reported breaches by region 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022)  

 
Organizations in 
the United 
Kingdom suffer 
more Microsoft 
365 credential 
compromises 
than firms in the 
United States. 
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MORE EMAIL BREACHES, MORE FREQUENTLY 
The security posture against email breaches among respondents to this survey is 
worse than among those organizations represented in our previous survey because 
more organizations are experiencing more types of email breaches more 
frequently. The mix of breaches is changing, too, with ransomware breaches 
increasing by 71% over the past three years, Microsoft 365 credential compromise 
breaches increasing by 49%, and phishing breaches increasing by 44%. Two other 
email breach types are still commonly experienced, but the occurrence has declined 
for both by 16% over the past three years as threat actors pivot towards 
ransomware, credential theft, and phishing. See Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11 
Email Breaches by Type 
Percentage of organizations by year 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022)  

 
Ransomware 
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Mitigating Email Breaches: Reporting 
Defining organizational processes for employees to handle email threats and 
breaches is a key component of developing and maintaining strong email defenses. 
In this section, we look at how organizations are using reporting processes. 

MECHANISMS FOR USERS TO REPORT SUSPICIOUS EMAILS 
Almost all organizations have defined a mechanism for users to report suspicious 
emails, with half using an automated email client plugin. Further, two out of five 
organizations request users to forward the suspicious email to an abuse mailbox. 
Only 2% of organizations have not defined a mechanism for users to report 
suspicious emails. See Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 
Preferred Method for Users to Report Suspicious Emails 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

In comparison to the mix of mechanisms reported in our 2019 survey, an increasing 
number of organizations are using an email client plug-in (37% in 2019 versus 50% 
above) and fewer are relying on forwarding the email (46% in 2019 versus 42% 
above) or some other mechanism (16% in 2019 versus 7% above). This is a positive 
development. There are several security risks with forwarding an email to the 
security team, such as the loss of forensic data from the email headers which makes 
the security team’s job more difficult. A related risk is that a copy of the potentially 
malicious email is stored in the user’s Sent folder, which could be activated at a 
later stage in a moment of careless inattention. 
  

 
Half of 
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an email client 
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report suspicious 
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ROLES OR GROUPS RECEIVING SUSPICIOUS EMAIL REPORTS 
Organizations deliver reports of suspicious emails to a variety of roles or groups, 
with SOC (Security Operations Center) analysts (at 63% of organizations) and an 
email administrator (50%) the two most common groups. In comparison to our 
2019 survey, more organizations are notifying SOC analysts and fewer are notifying 
email administrators, which is also a positive development. See Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13 
Who Gets Notified of a Suspicious Email 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Many organizations continue to route suspicious email reports to multiple roles or 
groups, rather than having a single defined role or group to handle email threats. In 
comparison to our 2019 survey, more organizations in this survey are notifying two 
or more groups (61% in 2019 versus 78% this year). See Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 
Who Gets Notified of a Suspicious Email: Notification Mix 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022)  
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Mitigating Email Breaches: Training 
Offering training to executives, managers, and employees on email threats like 
phishing, BEC, and ransomware is another organizational process for mitigating the 
threat and frequency of successful email breaches. In this section, we look at the 
use and effects of security awareness training for email threats. 

MOST ORGANIZATIONS TRAIN ON EMAIL THREATS 
Almost all organizations offer security training to employees on email threats, with 
less than one percent of organizations never offering such training. The most 
common frequencies of training employees are every six months (38%) and every 
three months (24%). One in seven organizations offer security training on email 
threats monthly, weekly, or continually. See Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15 
Frequency of Training Employees on Email Threats 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 
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MORE FREQUENT TRAINING REDUCES THREAT SUSCEPTIBILITY 
In theory, training on email threats should have a traceable impact on the likelihood 
that an employee would fall for a malicious email—otherwise training is an 
unnecessary expense and just wastes productive time on irrelevant tasks. While 
offering security training on email threats is often required by many compliance 
frameworks, the ability to point to positive impacts is much better than merely 
checking the box on a compliance checklist. 
 
Overall, in practice, 21% of respondents indicated that training had a significant 
impact on reducing the likelihood that an employee would fall for an email threat, 
and 53% said it had a reasonable impact. Rather than providing contextless raw 
data, we correlated the frequency of training with the level of impact noted by the 
respondent, which demonstrates that organizations that train more frequently 
(every 90 days or more frequently) see a higher impact than those that train less 
frequently (only once or twice a year). See Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16 
Impact of Security Training Cadence on Reducing Email Threat Susceptibility 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Among organizations training only once or twice a year, a smaller group say the 
impact is significant (18% versus 26%) or reasonable (47% versus 61%), while more 
say the impact is only minor (29% versus 8%). 
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SECURITY TRAINING INCREASES THE NUMBER OF MESSAGES 
REPORTED AS SUSPICIOUS 
Training employees on email threats increases the number of messages reported as 
suspicious, with 84% of organizations indicating a higher number are reported after 
training was implemented compared to the situation before training was offered to 
employees. It is most common for twice as many messages to be reported (27%), 
followed by 1.5 times as many (24%). See Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17 
Impact of Security Training on the Number of Email Messages Reported as 
Suspicious as Compared to Before Security Training Was Implemented 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

It is worth remembering that whether a message is a threat is independent of 
whether it is reported as suspicious by an employee. Ultimately, messages either 
are or are not a threat, and some of the messages reported as suspicious will be a 
threat while others will be benign. Training affects the number of messages 
reported as suspicious (see Figure 17), but the increased number of reported 
messages can indicate one of two outcomes: 
 
• Increased discernment 

Employees learn to identify threat indicators more accurately in email 
messages. That is, they correctly identify email threats more often. 

• Lower confidence or increased fear 
Employees have lower confidence to distinguish suspicious messages from 
benign messages, increased fear of being the employee who got it wrong, or 
increased fear of failing for a simulated phishing test.  

Training on email threats is ineffective if employees merely report an increasing 
number of benign messages as suspicious (i.e., create a huge volume of false 
positives). 
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MORE FREQUENT TRAINING INCREASES REPORTING VOLUME 
More frequent security training on email threats is correlated with an increased 
number of messages being reported as suspicious by employees. Employees trained 
once or twice a year are most likely to report one and a half or twice as many 
messages as suspicious (26% and 33%, respectively), while those trained at most 
every 90 days are most likely to report three times as many (24%) or one and a half 
times as many (21%). On average, employees trained more frequently report 2.6x 
as many messages as suspicious versus 1.9x as many for employees trained less 
frequently. See Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 
Impact of Security Training Cadence on Number of Email Messages Reported as 
Suspicious 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 
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Mitigating Email Breaches: Threat 
Analysis 
A third organizational process for mitigating the likelihood and frequency of email 
breaches involves the analysis of email messages reported as suspicious for threat 
indicators. In this section, we look at how organizations are tackling this process. 

ANALYSIS OF REPORTED EMAILS BY SECURITY ANALYSTS OR EMAIL 
ADMINISTRATIORS 
At seven out of ten organizations, more than half of messages reported as being 
suspicious by an employee are analyzed by a security analyst or email administrator 
to determine if they are malicious. The most common percentage of reported 
emails to analyze is 51% to 75% of messages (at 26% of organizations), followed by 
all reported messages (at 22% of organizations). See Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19 
Percentage of Reported Emails Analyzed for Maliciousness 
Percentage of organizations 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

On a weighted basis, using the midpoint of the above ranges in the calculation, 
organizations are analyzing a weighted average of 67% of messages. 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN SUSPICIOUS MESSAGES ARE NOT ANALYZED 
The feedback loop to employees is unclear for organizations that analyze less than 
100% of messages. Does the employee assume the reported email is benign if they 
do not hear back within a certain time frame? Does the employee assume it is 
malicious and ignore it? Failing to close the feedback loop also challenges the 
validity of the entire reporting process: should an employee continue to report 
messages as suspicious if reported messages just disappear into a reporting black 
hole? 
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THE SHARE OF MALICIOUS MESSAGES IS INCREASING 
Based on the analysis of a security analyst or email administrator, an increasing 
share of messages reported as suspicious are malicious. The share of malicious 
messages has grown from 53% of messages a year ago to 59% currently. It is 
expected to increase further to 62% in 12 months. See Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20 
Proportion of Malicious Messages Out of Messages Reported as Suspicious 
Percentage of messages 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Training cadence affects the quality of threat identification by employees. Among 
organizations that train employees more frequently on email threats (every 90 days 
or more frequently), a higher proportion of all reported messages are found to be 
malicious. Training less frequently results in a higher share of false positives and 
thus higher expenditure on analyst labor to remove the threats. See Figure 21. 
Hence one of the metrics that decision makers should consider when evaluating 
security awareness training is improved efficiency for the security analysts who 
must deal with reported emails. However, training should be viewed as but one 
part of an overall strategy, with improved automated detection of malicious 
messages that get delivered as an essential component. 
 
Figure 21 
Impact of Training Cadence on Share of Malicious Messages Identified 
Percentage of messages identified as malicious out of reported messages 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022)  
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Preventing Email Breaches: The Use of 
Third-Party Tools 
Organizational processes can be used to mitigate email threats that are delivered to 
end users, but the use of better security tools is an essential element of 
constructing an overall security posture. In this section, we look at how 
organizations are improving security in Microsoft 365 against email threats by using 
third-party tools. 

USE OF THIRD-PARTY SECURE EMAIL GATEWAYS 
Four out of five respondents indicate their organization is currently using (76%) or 
has previously used (2%) a third-party secure email gateway solution in conjunction 
with Microsoft 365. One in five organizations have never used a third-party 
solution. See Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22 
Use of a Third-Party Secure Email Gateway in Conjunction with Microsoft 365 
Percentage of organizations 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 
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REASONS FOR USING A THIRD-PARTY SECURE EMAIL GATEWAY 
Respondents offer a range of reasons for using a third-party secure email gateway, 
with improving catch rates for malicious content like ransomware the most 
important reason (for 91% of organizations), followed by improving catch rates for 
less malicious content like spam (59%). See Figure 23. Among organizations using a 
third-party secure email gateway, only 10% gave a single reason for doing so; most 
gave two (30%) or three (29%) reasons.  
 
Figure 23 
Reasons for Using a Third-Party Secure Email Gateway with Microsoft 365 
Percentage of respondents 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

In the survey, respondents were also able to provide additional reasons for 
deploying a third-party solution. Common additional reasons across responses 
were: 
 
• certain security standards being required by clients that Microsoft’s tools alone 

do not cover 

• to improve overall security 

• compliance with regulations and industry standards 

• compliance with organizational policies from headquarters or management 
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EXTENDING MICROSOFT 365 WITH THIRD-PARTY TOOLS 
All respondents have added one or more third-party tools to the basic email 
security solution—Exchange Online Protection—that is included by default in 
Microsoft 365. We asked about the use of four other email security technologies: 
 
• Microsoft 365 Defender, the add-on advanced threat protection service in the 

higher-priced Microsoft 365 plans 

• third-party secure email gateway for enhanced threat protection from a vendor 
specializing in email security 

• security awareness training software 

• specialized anti-phishing add-on 

Respondents had a wide range of deployment patterns for these tools, with the 
highest number of respondents deploying all four solutions. See Figure 24. 
 
Figure 24 
Combinations of How Email Security Solutions Are Deployed 
Percentage of organizations 
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Source: Osterman Research (2022)  
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The Human Cost of Email Security 
Email threats that are not stopped by technology or caught by users turn into email 
breaches, and costly ones at that. The cost of breach notification, loss of customer 
trust, and regulatory fines are often discussed. In this section, however, we look at 
the human cost borne by organizations for investigating and responding to these 
email breaches. We have made the following assumptions: 
 
• The average salary and benefits (22% of salary) for a cybersecurity analyst in 

the United States at March 2022 is $121,774.2 

• The average salary and benefits (12% of salary) for a cybersecurity analyst in 
the United Kingdom at March 2022 is £49,661,3 or $65,552 converted to US 
currency. 

COST TO RESOLVE EMAIL BREACHES 
After a successful email breach, organizations must address each incident of the 
attack, which includes tasks such as threat identification, remediation, project 
management, and communications. Respondents indicate these tasks take an 
average of 175 hours per attack, with organizations in the United States taking 
longer (197 hours) compared with those in the United Kingdom (148 hours). See 
Figure 25. 
 
Figure 25 
Time to Resolve a Successful Email Security Attack 
Hours per attack 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

This translates to the following costs: 
 
• United States organizations 

$82,413 per year per 1,000 email users, or $82.41 per employee per year. 

• United Kingdom organizations 
£42,377 per year per 1,000 email users, or £42.38 per employee per year. 
In US currency, that is $55,938 per 1,000 email users ($55.94 per employee).  
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COST TO MANUALLY REMOVE MALICIOUS MESSAGES FROM INBOXES 
When malicious messages are delivered to users’ inboxes, having processes in place 
so a security analyst or email administrator can delete them provides the 
organization with a way of reducing the likelihood that any given user will activate 
the email threat. For instance, once a message has been identified as malicious, all 
instances of it must be removed. On average, organizations are undertaking a 
manual process for removing malicious messages 22 times per year per 1,000 email 
users. Note this is the number of times a message must be removed from one or 
more mailboxes (22 removal processes per year), not the number of malicious 
email messages that must be removed. Organizations in the United States are 
undertaking manual removal more frequently than organizations in the United 
Kingdom. See Figure 26. 
 
Figure 26 
Frequency of Manual Removal of Malicious Emails from Inboxes 
Annual number of removal incidents per 1,000 email users 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

Assuming each email attack must be removed from 10% of mailboxes and each 
manual removal requires 15 minutes to complete, this translates to the following 
costs: 
 
• United States organizations 

$34,058 per year per 1,000 email users, or $34.06 per employee per year. 

• United Kingdom organizations 
£13,274 per year per 1,000 email users, or £13.27 per employee per year. 
In US currency, that is $17,552 per 1,000 email users ($17.52 per employee). 
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COST TO CLASSIFY REPORTED MESSAGES AS MALICIOUS OR BENIGN 
Managers of security teams at one in three organizations are concerned or 
extremely concerned that email messages being reported as suspicious diverts 
security staff from more important tasks. The same proportion are concerned about 
their inability to find and retain skilled cybersecurity professionals. See Figure 4 
earlier. Security managers would rather have email threats stopped before delivery 
to employees, and if any did get through, would prefer that they are automatically 
identified and removed with very little analyst or user intervention. This would 
eliminate the triage tasks currently carried by overworked security staff, and more 
importantly, free up time and resources for more strategic security investments. 
 
Organizations are incurring costs for security analysts and email administrators to 
analyze whether a message reported as suspicious is malicious or benign. Three out 
of five messages prove to be malicious, and two out of five messages prove to be 
benign. If each message takes an average of five minutes to analyze, the cost for 
this process is: 
 
• United States organizations 

$50,739 per 10,000 messages reported as suspicious. Of this, $21,175 is spent 
on analyzing messages that prove to be benign. 

• United Kingdom organizations 
£20,692 per 10,000 messages reported as suspicious. Of this, £8,392 is spent on 
analyzing messages that prove to be benign. In US currency, that is $27,313 
total spend and $11,078 on analyzing benign messages. 

See Figure 27.  
 
Figure 27 
Cost to Classify Reported Messages as Malicious or Benign 
Cost of analysis per 10,000 reported email messages 

 
Source: Osterman Research (2022) 

For organizations in both geographic regions, solutions with higher efficacy at 
automatically detecting and removing malicious messages from user’s inboxes can 
eliminate (or significantly reduce) these costs, freeing up security analysts for more 
strategic tasks.  
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Conclusion 
Phishing, BEC, and ransomware threats continue to be a significant problem for 
organizations, imposing both external reputational costs and internal management 
ones. Organizations need to invest in and optimize a layered approach to detecting 
and neutralizing incoming threats, leveraging capabilities offered by Microsoft 365 
and third-party solution providers, along with training employees in the art of 
detecting threats. While this provides a solid foundation, the second parallel area of 
focus is to optimize incident response processes to reduce the ongoing costs of 
prevention and reduce the frequency of successful email attacks. With almost 80% 
of organizations not analyzing all user-reported suspicious messages, better 
approaches are required to minimize the likelihood of a successful breach. 
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